
 

           ASPIRE WORLD SCHOOL  

   Class: 4th  

   Subject: All Subjects  

WINTER ASSIGNMENT  

       MATH                                

 Revise Unit 5, 6 and 7 for EOY part 2. 

 Do revision of following worksheet for EOY part 1. 

 Unit 2:  WS - 2,   WS-9,   WS-10,   WS-11,    WS-14  

 Unit 3: WS – 6,    WS-8,   WS-10. 

 Unit 4: WS -7,   WS-9,    WS-10,    WS-11,     WS-13,   WS-19,   WS-20,    WS-22. 

 Also Practise word problems related to subtraction, multiplication and division. 

         ELGA-06 

Qno1: Read the Story “The Ace Shutter and  

a) Draw main idea Table. 

b) Give Your own title to the story. 

c) Take help from SR 7 and SR 13 respectively. 

Note: Follow the same procedure for 

1. Lightning Bolt. 

2. Think of a title. 

3. An Indian Playground Sport. 

      Qno2: Create your own imaginary stories. (4) With imaginary characters and place. 

a) Draw story element table also write Beginning, Middle and End of all the imaginary 

stories Write them in paragraph and draw pictures in story element table. 

Qno3: Revise Unit 5,6,7,8 with Grammar for EOY. 

Qno4: Write 10 sentences on 

 

        HUMHAMA 



 

 My Mother 

 My Favourite Game 

 How you spend your winter vacation. 

 Write pages on daily basis in cursive writing. 

 Practise all the sounds form part 1 and part 2. 

 Practise whole words of both parts. 

                  EVS 

Qno1: Revise Unit 5, 6, and 7 reader for EOY part -1 Assessment. 

 Learn Ws 3,   Ws 4   Ws 8,    Ws 12 and Ws 14 of Unit 5. 

 Differentiate between Solids, Liquids and gases based on different properties. 

   Qno2: Revise Unit 6 and Unit 7 reader for EOY Part 2 Assessment. 

 Learn Ws 6, Ws 2, Ws 13, Ws 9 and Ws 7 of Unit 6. 

 Learn Ws 1 to Ws 10 of unit 7. 

Qno3: Draw all diagrams of sources of electricity. 

     CCS 

Q1. Which of the following keyboard shortcut is used to book mark a page? 

Ans. Ctrl+D 

Q2. Which block is used to let other view a post on your block? 

Ans. Publish 

Q3. Which block will allow your character to move towards the right in Scratch? 

Ans. Change x by 20 

Q4. Which type of bracket is represent HTML tags? 

Ans<> 

Q5. The process of saving text to images and files from the internet on your device is called 

Ans. Downloading 



 

Q6. Which'forever’ block repeat is a given set of code until the button is pressed.  

Ans. Control Block 

Q7. Once you choose a name for your block you need to choose the choose the ________ of 

the block. 

Abs. Random name  

Q7. The________ attribute of the <marquee> tag helps in defining the direction of moving the 

text 

Ans. Object 

Q8. Write true or false. 

a) We click on the compass button in Gmail to write an email ( false) 

b) Yahoo! account is must to sign up for Google blogger( false) 

c) Attribute of < marquee> tag  define the height of the marquee text ( true) 

d) The y- coordinate in scratch gives  the vertical location of the sprite ( true) 

e) HTML Tags  

f) <a> for link. 

g) <b> to make bold text. <strong> for bold text with emphasys. 

h) <body> main HTML part. 

i) <br> for break. 

j) <div> it is a division or part of an HTML document. 

k) <h1> ... for titles. 

l) <i> to make an italic text. 

m) <img> for images in document 

Q8. Prepare Unit 5, 6 and 7 for Term 2 

 

 

 

 



 

 

   

  

 

  

 

  

 

            

 

                                                                 

 

 

 

        

 



 












 








 
 



  


 



 
 





   


 


 


















